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Summary

 The overall impact, of the ongoing conflicts between India and Pakistan, on the Indian financial market has been 

marginal, and as things stand the conflict is unlikely to jeopardise the country’s economic fundamentals

 The interim budget, announced on 1 February, took a populist turn as it prioritised the farm sector, which has been 

facing income pressure due to disinflation of food prices

 In an unexpected move, the RBI cut rates in its February policy meeting, reducing the repo rate from 6.50% to 

6.25%, making this the first rate cut since August 2017

 The GST Council announced on 24 February a cut in tax rates on properties under construction to 5% without input 

tax credit, from the existing 12% rate
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India, Pakistan tensions heat up; markets play it cool

 Escalating conflicts between India and Pakistan have dominated the newscycle for the past two weeks, 

overshadowing the focus on the upcoming general elections in India, with every move from either country being 

closely watched by the international community

 Historically India has shared an acrimonious relationship with its neighbor Pakistan, centered around control of the  

disputed Kashmir region. Since the two countries were partitioned in 1947 when British left India, there have been 

two full scale wars in 1965 and 1971 and one conflict limited to a specific region (Kargil) in 1999

 The latest flare up started when an attack in Kashmir in mid-February killed 40 Indian paramilitary troops. This 

triggered retaliatory cross-border air strikes by India and then Pakistan, amidst calls from within both countries to 

take firm, decisive actions to protect their national interests. While ground-level skirmishes between the two 

countries are a fairly common occurrence, this is believed to be the first time since 1971 that India and Pakistan 

have engaged in air-based conflict

In the spotlight
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India, Pakistan tensions heat up; markets play it cool (contd.)

Any forecast, projection or target contained in this presentation is for information purposes only and is not guaranteed in any way. HSBC Global Asset Management 

accepts no liability for any failure to meet such forecasts, projections or targets. For illustrative purposes only and does not constitute any investment 

recommendation in the above mentioned asset classes, indices or currencies. 

Any consequent 

correction would 

make valuations 

more attractive and 

can be seen as good 

buying opportunities, 

as long as the conflict 

between the two 

countries is contained

Note: Any forecasts, projections or targets contained in this presentation is for information purpose only and is not guaranteed in any way. 

HSBC accepts no liability for any failure to meet such forecasts, projections or targets. For illustrative purpose only. 

 For now we do not see considerable geopolitical risks emanating from the current 

level of escalation. The United Nations and other key global powers have urged both 

sides to exercise restrain. While there is a chance these conflicts could escalate 

further, our expectation is that given the pressure from the international community 

and the high cost of escalation for both nuclear nations, better sense will prevail 

 As the situation remains fluid, we believe it is too premature to make any predictions 

about the potential electoral ramifications of the ongoing conflicts between India and 

Pakistan. But given the high stakes involved ahead of the crucial national polls, 

political parties might have stronger incentive to get involved and take a stand in 

order to bolster public support

 The dates for the upcoming elections are likely to be announced in early March. 

Though unlikely to be invoked, there are provisions in India’s constitution for elections 

to be postponed in the event of war/external aggression, or an armed rebellion 

Measured reaction

 The equity market’s reaction to the ongoing conflict has been fairly tepid so far. In the 

short term the markets are likely to be volatile as they react to the newsflow. Any 

consequent correction would make the valuation of Indian equities more attractive 

and can be seen as good buying opportunities, as long as the conflict between the 

two countries is contained

 The INR weakened against the USD when the headlines came out, but quickly 

recouped some losses as both countries indicated willingness to ease the tensions. 

Meanwhile in both onshore and offshore India bond markets, yields crept up slightly 

but have been largely stable. Although the liquid, on-the-run issues had a bit of 

reaction to the news, off-the-run issues were quite calm

 The overall impact on the Indian financial market has been marginal, and as things 

stand the conflict is unlikely to jeopardise the country’s economic fundamentals. 

Looking back, the limited conflict in 1998/99 did not have any impact on the Indian 

economy and markets at the time ( see charts below)

 There is no change in our portfolio strategy for both Indian equities and fixed income 

at the moment, but we will continue to monitor the situation for any signs of significant 

escalation before reevaluating our position

 We expect the Reserve Bank of India (RBI) to act to curb excessive FX volatility and 

to continue ensuring stable liquidity conditions and with its bond purchases. We have 

not changed our monetary policy outlook and believe the RBI is open to further 

easing in the near term amid benign inflation and renewed emphasis on supporting 

growth. The fiscal risk may rise over the longer term if there is any significant 

escalation of tension, but the near-term risk should be limited

For now we do not 

see considerable 

geopolitical risks 

emanating from the 

current level of 

escalation

GDP growth & equity market performance held strong during the 1998/99 conflict between India & Pakistan

Source: Budget documents 2018-19, CEIC, HSBC Global Asset Management, as of February 2018
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Equity market

 Indian equities were little changed in February, with the NIFTY Index down 0.2% 

month-to-date (as of 27 Feb), and the MSCI India Index (INR) down 0.02%. 

Markets turned slightly more volatile towards the end of the month amidst news of 

escalating conflicts between India and Pakistan. Month-to-date, Indian equities 

underperformed both regional and global equities by over 3%, in USD terms

 Negative sentiment has been dominating the Indian equity market, as oil prices 

have climbed back up (by about 25% year-to-date) and the INR has depreciated 

against major currencies year-to-date; with the general elections coming up in just a 

few months’ time, this is also causing some uncertainty in the market, which is now 

slowly being priced in. Issues surrounding non-bank financial companies (NBFC) 

and leveraged promoters are short to medium term overhang on the markets, 

although swift action by the government and RBI can be expected if any systemic 

issues should develop. Other major developments in the domestic market include 

an unexpected rate cut by the RBI as well as the interim budget announcement

 India’s interim budget was announced on 1 February. The budget took a populist 

turn as it prioritised the farm sector, which has been facing income pressure due to 

disinflation of food prices. The government announced a new assured income 

scheme, which will provide 120 million households (almost 50% of India’s 

households) with INR 6000 per year in three equal installments, and will cost the 

government INR 750 billion annually, or 0.4% of GDP. Other highlights of the 

budget include personal income tax cut for the middle class, social security for 

workers in the unorganized sector, and measures benefiting the property sector

 The interim budget is expected to benefit consumer staples and low-end 

discretionary sectors, including two wheelers, tractors and home appliances, which 

should see some boost on the back of increased spending on rural schemes, 

assured income scheme for farmers and tax cuts. Other areas set to benefit include 

the real estate sector and companies in the affordable housing space, oil related 

companies, and the rural sector

 In January, foreign investors sold USD 80 million from the Indian equity market 

while domestic investors added USD 1 billion to the Indian equity market

 While the first half of 2019 may potentially be characterised by volatility on the back 

of the general election cycle, the second half of the year could see fundamental 

factors take over the equity market. Factors including inflation remaining benign and 

the recent shift in the RBI monetary stance from calibrated tightening to neutral 

could be positive for the domestic market in the medium term 

While the first half of 

2019 may potentially 

be characterised by 

volatility on the back 

of the general 

election cycle, the 

second half of the 

year could see 

fundamental factors 

take over

Rise in rural spending

Source: HSBC Global Research, Budget documents as of February 2019

Investment involves risks.  Past performance is not indicative of future performance. Any forecast, projection or target where provided is indicative only and 

is not guaranteed in any way. HSBC accepts no liability for any failure to meet such forecasts, projections or targets
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Sector Views

Sector focus

 The GST Council announced on 24 February a cut in tax rates on properties 

under construction to 5% without input tax credit, from the existing 12% rate. 

GST rates on affordable housing were also cut to 1% from 8%. The tax cuts are 

effective on 1 April

 The GST announcement is a strong boost to affordable housing. Together with 

the measures announced in the 1 February interim budget, the real estate 

sector overall should see positive impact; measures announced include 

extending a tax break to affordable housing projects by one more year as well 

as tax deduction at source on rents, rent on second property and deemed rent 

on unsold property. The government has recognized the importance of the 

property sector in kick starting job creation, and has thus announced a slew of 

measures that will help the sector over a period of time

 The government has been focused on reviving the housing sector in India. The 

government’s 2015 launch of Pradhan Mantri Awas Yojana / Housing for ALL 

(PMAY) aims to address the gap between affordable housing demand and 

luxury property supply; recently the Credit Linked Subsidy Scheme (CLSS) 

under PMAY, which provides subsidies on home loans for the Middle Income 

Group (MIG), was extended to March 2020. Other structural changes including 

the Real Estate Regulatory Authority (RERA) serve as long-term positive 

reforms for the housing sector  

 In the equity market, the BSE Real Estate Index has returned 1.2% year-to-date 

(as of 27 February), in INR terms, after having corrected significantly in 2018 

 Housing affordability are at six-year highs, helped by income growth of about 

10%-12% per annum. Combined with better financing conditions, JP Morgan is 

of the view that the seven-year down cycle for residential sales has ended. The 

year of 2018, per JP Morgan, is likely the first year since 2011 where volumes 

and value of residential sales are both showing improvement

Sector Weighting

Financials Overweight

Consumer

Discretionary
Overweight

Materials Overweight

Real Estate Overweight

Communication 

Services
Overweight

Utilities Neutral

Information 

Technology
Neutral

Industrials Underweight

Health Care Underweight

Consumer

Staples
Underweight

Energy Underweight

Source: HSBC Global Asset 

Management as of end-January 2019

Chart in focus

Any forecast, projection or target contained in this presentation is for information purposes only and is not guaranteed in any way. HSBC Global Asset Management 

accepts no liability for any failure to meet such forecasts, projections or targets. For illustrative purposes only and does not constitute any investment 

recommendation in the above mentioned asset classes, indices or currencies. 

Source: Bloomberg as of January 2019
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Inflation remains subdued 
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Yields look attractive vis-à-vis policy rates and inflation

Fixed income
 In an unexpected move, the RBI cut rates at its 7 February policy meeting, reducing 

the repo rate from 6.50% to 6.25%, making this the first rate cut since August 2017. 

The RBI changed its monetary policy stance to neutral, from the previous “calibrated 

tightening”. The decision for the rate cut comes on the back of slowing global growth, 

moderating consumption domestically, and softening headline inflation over the 

near-term, among other factors. This rate cut opens the door for further 

accommodation, and points to the RBI’s focus on addressing growth – although 

remaining a secondary objective to price stability

 On 1st February, the interim budget was announced. On the fiscal side, FY19 deficit 

numbers are expected to come in at 3.4% versus the budgeted 3.3%; meanwhile the 

fiscal deficit for FY20 is pegged at 3.4%, with 0.35% attributed to the assured farm 

income scheme. However, higher maturities and buybacks led to increase in 

budgeted gross borrowing for FY20 of INR 7.1trillion, while net borrowing remains 

similar to FY19. The interim budget estimates may be subject to revision in the final 

budget depending on the election outcome

 The RBI’s CPI inflation forecast was revised downwards to 2.8% for Q4FY19 and 

3.2%-3.4% in H1FY20 (from 3.8%-4.2%), impacted by continuing food deflation and 

fall in fuel inflation. Upside risks remain, including volatility in crude prices, potential 

sudden reversal in food prices, impact of budget and fiscal deficit

 The RBI conducted Open Market Operations (OMOs) amounting to INR 500billion 

each in December and January. Total durable liquidity injected through OMOs has 

totaled INR 2.74trillion during FY2018-19 until the end of February with additional 

INR 250billion in March announced

 From a strategy standpoint, we continue to be underweight duration but are

overweight government bonds predominantly in the 1-10year part of the curve. The

surprise rate cut and consequent rally in the short to belly of the curve has lead to

steepening of the curve beyond 10years, which has benefitted us. While the supply

of government bonds is going to be large for the next 8-9 months (which could

dampen the move lower in yields), it is expected to be balanced by a relatively

dovish monetary outlook and slower GDP growth and hence we expect to continue

with this positioning. We maintain our overweight allocation to INR corporate bonds

at the short to belly of the curve for carry. We expect corporate spreads to ease from

the current 100 bps once supply abates from April 2019. Since we have no

fundamental concerns about the high quality credits in the portfolio it should benefit

as overall liquidity improves in the banking system. We continue to be underweight

USD credits at this point

In an unexpected 

move, the RBI cut 

rates in its 7 

February policy 

meeting, reducing 

the repo rate from 

6.50% to 6.25%

Currency

(%)

 Year-to-date, the INR has depreciated by 2.07% against the USD (as of 27

February). Meanwhile crude prices have climbed back up to USD 67/barrel level,

which is an increase of 25% since the beginning of the year; however, this is

below the peak of USD 87/barrel seen in October 2018

 Trade deficit for January was higher than expected, widening on a month-on-

month basis to USD 14.7billion versus USD 13.1billion in December, as import

growth outpaced export growth. However, on a year-on-year basis, the trade

deficit narrowed from USD 15.7billion the previous year; lower oil imports as

compared to a year ago factored into the lower deficit

 We expect the INR to trade in line with macro sentiment in the run up to the

elections

We expect the INR to 

trade in line with 

macro sentiment in 

the run up to the 

elections

Any forecast, projection or target contained in this presentation is for information purposes only and is not guaranteed in any way. HSBC Global Asset Management 

accepts no liability for any failure to meet such forecasts, projections or targets. For illustrative purposes only and does not constitute any investment 

recommendation in the above mentioned asset classes, indices or currencies. 

Source: Bloomberg, HSBC Global Asset Management, Bloomberg data as of 22 February 2019
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Indicator Latest data

Consensus

data

Previous 

data Analysis

Industrial 

Production 

(IP) (% YoY)

2.4 (Dec) 1.6 0.3 (Nov) The IP rebound from November’s holiday-induced slowdown was 

led by a lower base effect and a sequential recovery in capital, 

consumer and infrastructure goods output. Overall, Industrial and 

investment indicators still seem to be holding up, but the 3-month 

average trend showed growth moderation.

Local 

passenger 

vehicle (PV) 

sales (units)

280,125 

(Jan)

(-1.9% 

YoY)

NA 238,692 

(Dec)

(-0.4% 

YoY)

Buyer sentiment appears to have started to improve at the margin 

helped by discounts and new model launches, resulting in a slight 

MoM recovery despite a YoY decline. More reasonable inventory 

levels are supportive, though the changes of emission and safety 

norms remain headwinds. Gov’t electric vehicle push is positive.  

Exports (USD) 

(% YoY)

3.7 (Jan) NA 0.3 (Dec) The wider deficit was due to larger (net) oil imports. Gold imports 

also picked up, while non-oil, non-gold imports remained weak. 

Export growth was still lacklustre despite some YoY improvement. 

Overall, the trade deficit is likely to narrow in the near term due to

the lagged feed-through of a weak INR, weaker domestic demand 

and lower oil prices, though exports face slowing global demand 

and the risk of potential loss of a vital US trade concession, under 

which India enjoys zero tariffs on USD5,6bn of exports to the US 

given the dispute over India’s trade and investment policies.

Imports (USD) 

(% YoY)

0.0 (Jan) NA -2.4 

(Dec)

Trade Balance 

(USD)

-14.7bn 

(Jan)

-13.6bn -13.1bn 

(Dec)

Inflation (% 

YoY)  

- CPI 

- WPI

2.05 (Jan)

2.76 (Jan)

2.50

3.70

2.11 

(Dec)

3.80 

(Dec)

The marginal deceleration in CPI inflation was led by persistent 

YoY food price deflation and moderation in core. Fuel inflation 

also eased further. (Rural) health inflation stayed sticky but most 

other key items of core including education moderated. The RBI 

believes the recent pickup in education and health inflation to be 

“one-off phenomenon.” Household inflation expectation has come 

off visibly lately. Inflation is likely to remain benign amid easing 

input costs and tepid demand pressures despite a likely rebound 

in food price inflation in FY20 on the base effect, delayed winter 

crop sowing and some rural income support measures.

Repo rate (%)

Reverse repo 

rate (%)

Marginal 

standing 

facility (MSF) 

rate (%)

6.25 

6.00

6.50

(7 Feb)

6.50

6.25

6.75

6.50 

6.25

6.75

(5 Dec)

The MPC voted 4-2 to cut the policy rates and change the policy 

stance to “neutral” from “calibrated tightening.” It lowered inflation 

projections significantly, with headline inflation tracking below 4% 

(the medium-term target) through December 2019 with risks seen 

as balanced. This coupled with the RBI’s focus on headline (not 

core) inflation; no immediate worry over the risk of fiscal slippage

impacting inflation; abandoning the real policy rate targeting; as 

well as a greater emphasis on supporting growth suggests it is 

open to further easing if inflation stay benign as projected. 

GDP (% YoY)

Gross value-

added (GVA) 

(% YoY)

6.6 (Sep-

Dec)

6.3 (Sep-

Dec)

6.7

6.5

7.1 (Jul-

Sep)

6.9 (Jul-

Sep)

The slowdown was partly due to a high base. Softer consumption 

outweighed continued robust investment growth and a smaller 

drag from net exports. Near-term growth may still face headwinds 

from slower lending by NBFCs, weaker global growth and fiscal 

constraints. We think the recent double-digit investment growth is 

unlikely sustainable. While pre-election fiscal spending supports 

consumption, some populist measures such as the farm income 

support programme may face implementation challenges. There 

will likely be some transmission lags from policy rate hikes. 

Current 

Account 

Deficit (CAD)

-USD19b

-2.9% 

GDP (Jul-

Sep)

NA -USD16b

-2.4% 

GDP 

(Apr-Jun)

The wider CAD was led by the goods trade deficit, while invisible 

receipts rose with improvements in services exports and transfers

amid a weaker INR. The CAD is likely to narrow in H2FY19/FY20 

vs. H1FY19, barring significant oil price rises, due to a lower trade 

deficit. A smaller CAD coupled with a more cautious and patient 

Fed should help ease external funding pressures.

Indicates improved data on month-on-month/quarter-on-quarter/year-on-year basis 

Indicates worsened data on month-on-month/quarter-on-quarter/year-on-year basis 

Indicates no change in data on month-on-month/quarter-on-quarter/year-on-year basis 

Source: Bloomberg, HSBC Global Asset Management, as of February 2019

Data watch

Any forecast, projection or target contained in this presentation is for information purposes only and is not guaranteed in any way. HSBC Global Asset Management 
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recommendation in the above mentioned asset classes, indices or currencies. 
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The value of investments and the income from them can go down as well as up and investors may not get back the amount originally invested. Past 

performance contained in this document is not a reliable indicator of future performance whilst any forecasts, projections and simulations contained 

herein should not be relied upon as an indication of future results. Where overseas investments are held the rate of currency exchange may cause the 

value of such investments to go down as well as up. Investments in emerging markets are by their nature higher risk and potentially more volatile than 

those inherent in some established markets. Economies in Emerging Markets generally are heavily dependent upon international trade and, 

accordingly, have been and may continue to be affected adversely by trade barriers, exchange controls, managed adjustments in relative currency 

values and other protectionist measures imposed or negotiated by the countries with which they trade. These economies also have been and may 

continue to be affected adversely by economic conditions in the countries in which they trade. Mutual fund investments are subject to market risks, 

read all scheme related documents carefully.
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